Audio, video and
communications
for broadcasters

Digital Audio Broadcast Mixing Console
Specially designed for Radio and TV Broadcast Audio Production. Up to 1000 channels of local or
networked AoIP Audio, controllable through up to 96 faders on up to 8 pages or snapshots.

Product Overview

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM
AND THE MOST INNOVATIVE FEATURES

ATRIUM is the result of more than 20
years of experience in digital audio
mixing consoles for broadcasting.

ATRIUM is AEQ’s 3rd generation of high channel count On-Air and
Production digital audio mixing consoles. ATRIUM is specifically
designed to adapt to the most demanding and workflow intensive broadcast environments.
It has been developed with the objective to fully benefit from our
accumulated know-how and the specific suggestions from our
customers with regards to our previous products.
It also incorporates the commitment to take full advantage of the
technology that is available to us at this day and age. IP Audio
Systems allow Inputs and Outputs, Process and Control to be
distributed throughout different devices, and sometimes these
devices are physically very distant from each other.
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On another token, the convergence of Audio an Video over IP is
becoming a reality.
Different sets of tools have been developed based upon the
current state-of-the-art technology, to generate a new concept,
where the different components in the system are able to generate combined functionalities which are far superior to those
offered by each of these components separately.
Further, this product provides greater simplicity of configuration
and system integration. It can easily be extended beyond the
walls of the production center in order to, for example, connect to
outside broadcast events or other broadcast centres, either
permanently or temporarily as part of a Broadcasting Network or
a Multi-channel Audio over IP system of any required size.

General Overview

100% Digital. 100% Native IP.
The control surface is completely independent from the Core
or Audio Engine. It offers up to 96 motorized faders with up to
8 pages for each fader. It is possible to operate up to 6 Control
Surfaces from one Engine or Core. This Engine or Core can be
installed in any part of the LAN.
ATRIUM supports multi-studio mode. The same control
surface can be used for several Studios. Switch the control
between studios by simply pressing a key. It also supports
multi-control mode: all or part of a console control functions
can be managed in parallel or separately, in order to be used
by producers or presenters during the production of complex
programs.
Modular audio engine with redundant controller and power
supplies. It can handle up to 1024 x 1024 Audio Channels.
Audio Input and Output boards for Microphones, Headphones, Analogue, Digital AES/EBU and USB signals, Multichannel
AoIP Dante / AES67 / SMPTE ST2110-30, MADI Links, AEQ
High-speed 1024 Channel Links among others current
formats.
Open system that can be expanded by the development of
new cards to interface with future audio formats, either linear,
compressed, independent or embedded into video or other
data streams.
The number of internal sum-buses, output sum-buses is
configurable according to the needs. AUTOMIX and
AUTO-GAIN can be applied to any of the signals.
Unlimited configurable CLEANFEEDS and MULTIPLEX (N-1).
The maximum number of available simultaneous processes
depends on the number of DSP’s that are installed on the
Core or Engine. Equalisation, Dynamics (Compressor,
Limiter…), Reverb and Delay capabilities, Audio generator for
Test signals.
The system can handle Mono and grouped signals such as
Stereo and Multi-channel Audio, as well as Internal and
Output sum-buses in different formats. It also provides the
capacity to change signals grouping.

CONFERENCE MODE provides the ability to create talkback to
and between several different channels before routing them
to “ON-AIR”.
Edit Channel or Signal names temporarily or permanently, on
large sized, full colour touch-screens and a very intuitive
software.
The disconnection of a fader - or even the control module of
the system - will not prevent the rest of the console from
operating normally or produce any loss of audio. Any part of
the console can be replaced and serviced if required and
without the fear of losing air-time.
All modules of the control surface can be powered through
PoE+, redundant if desired.
IP Audio and Control networks can be redundant.
In the event of a total power failure, the system will re-start
configured at the exact point of operation it was before the
failure.
The system includes a set of alarms that can be programmed
to trigger actions related to such alarms. These actions can be
executed through the numerous GPIO’s and unlimited Virtual
GPIO’s that the console is capable of handling.
Time synch via NTP. Console synchronization can be extracted
from WORDCLOCK, AES11/MADI, AES 67, DANTE and RAVENNA clocks, including PTPv1(2002) and PTPv2 (2008. IEEE 1588).
Once the console has been set-up and configured, computers
are not required to operate. The Set-up and configuration
Software is the most intuitive and easy to use on the market. It
is also possible to configure the console through the proper
console control surface if required.
The console features a function consisting on the measurement of each microphone level. That information is sent through the IP network using an open protocol which is readable by
Visual Radio video switchers.
100% reliable. The system is able to continue performing after
any failure.
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Fader Module, Functional Description

(ATX FCH) FADER MODULE
Each Fader module includes 6 Fader channels. A maximum of
16 Fader modules can be installed for each console, thus, a
maximum of 96 Fader channels can be available.
Each module can handle 8 pages or configuration layers. This
makes a total of 768 channels that can be controlled through
Faders. It is also possible to create direct routings where
specific fader channel control is unnecessary.
All the keys of the console’s control surface are programmable. As part of this configuration, their background color
can be defined, choosing between 7 different and 2 levels of
brightness. Available colors are: red, green, blue, cyan, yellow,
purple and white. SELECT and ON keys are preassigned for
channel selection functions and main routing activation,
respectively.
By default, each channel has a pre-assigned encoder to
handle the signal’s gain control, another one for the balance/panorama, a channel SELECT key, a channel ON and a channel
OFF key. There are also 5 programmable keys and a channel
fader . All the keys in the control surface can be re-programmed for different functions. Fader cursor buttons- are
touch-sensitive, so context information about the channel
can be displayed on the screens by just touching the corresponding fader cursor.
Each channel also has a Vu-meter with a scale ranging from
-12dB to +12 dB, as well as 4 indicators showing whether the
present signal is unbalanced, equalisation or dynamics are
active and whether the channel’s predefined nominal Gain
has been modified.
Faders can be configurable so nominal gain is set at 80% of
the fader travel, or full throw, i.e. nominal gain corresponds to
100% of total travel.
ON and OFF keys can be programmed to activate/deactivate
each channel fader signal, or alternatively only the ON button
can be used.
Channel ON key can be programmed to be automatically
activated by opening the fader and/or turned OFF when
fader is returned to the beginning of travel.
Fader channels can also be programmed to operate without
the ON and OFF keys, using only the fader.
Optionally, a 10,1” colour, multi-touch TFT display can be
associated to each fader module, or servicing several fader
modules.

1.54” COLOUR TFT SCREEN ASSOCIATED TO EACH FADER

The display represents the name of the signal assigned to the channel, its gain,
balance or panorama, phase (L+R+, L+R-, L-R+, L-R-) signal configuration (Stereo,
Mono L, Mono R, L+R) and the On-Air status, among other functions.
In addition, if the console fader channel has been programmed for A/B Channel
operation, the display will show the name of the signal that is currently not active
(hidden signal) and whether it is routed to the Program (ON-AIR) output or not.
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Control Module, Functional Description

(ATX CTL) CONTROL MODULE
Built in XLR Microphone input, ¼” Jack Stereo Headphone
Output and CUE/PFL Speaker. USB interface.
3 pre-assigned Stereo Vu-meters for PROGRAM, AUDITION
and CUE. The Vu-meters provide precise reading of values
from -34dB to +20dB based upon the nominal level setting.
24 programmable keys on 16 different pages or layers providing a total of 384 programmable keys. Activation modes:
ON, OFF, FLASHING and HOLD. As part of this programming,
7 different colors with two bright-ness levels can be chosen
for each key. Available colors are: red, green, blue, cyan,
yellow, purple and white.
A 10,1” Colour, multi-touch TFT display is also part of the
control module and is also where the majority of the control
surface options can be configured and accessed. Further, the
display of the Control Module is also the support to any of
the installed fader modules and when the optional, Fader
associated TFT displays have not been installed.
Software application with intuitive menus and different
access levels depending on user credentials.
Control and Studio areas. Each area has 5 monitoring keys
that can be configured to operate as exclusive or single
source monitoring. Alternatively, these keys can be configured as a sum-bus, to monitor multiple sources. Pre-configured signals are assigned to these keys and they can be
changed at any moment.
Level adjustment for Control and Studio monitors as well as
for control and studio primary & secondary headphones.
Primary and secondary headphones can operate in CLEANFEED mode, i.e. monitoring all signals present except own
signal.
4 specific coordination talkback keys. Additional keys can be
programmed in order to increase the number of destinations.
Talkback and self-control microphone and CUE speaker level
adjustments. RESET CUE key.
TOUCH & TURN encoder for the precise adjustment of
parameters on the 10,1”TFT Display.
Studio switching can be programmed on a programmable
key.
The functionality of the control module can be customized
for producers, adding intercom destinations, or for presenters, adding ON AIR indicator.

MULTI-TOUCH 10.1” TFT DISPLAY OF THE CONTROL MODULE
From this display, all system-related operations are accomplished.
The names and colours of the programmable keys are displayed
corresponding to the selected or active console “page” or “layer”.

TIMER and COUNTDOWN activation, SNAPSHOTS and KEY MAPS
activation, User LOGIN and LOGOUT and access to SYSTEM options.

During standby, ON-AIR Studio indications, active microphone and
received messages are displayed, as well as Date and Time and
several dynamic buttons to access the different system functions.

If no optional TFT display has been associated to a fader channel
module and a SELECT key associated to any of the faders of this
module is pressed, the configuration options for this fader will be
presented on the Main TFT of the Control Module.

CUE/PFL signal phase meter.

Audio process activation and management.
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Screen Module Functional Description

(ATX SCN) FADER SCREEN MODULES

An optional TFT display associated to all or even each of the fader module/s will greatly simplify console workflow and the
operations related to the fader channels.
Assignment of channels to screens is configured in a flexible and dynamic way from the control surface.
The standby screen shows a signal level meter as well as information about the hidden signal (A/B mode) and the feedback
or return signal (if any). It also provides access to AUTOMIX and AUTOGAIN, the long name assigned to the active channel,
ON-AIR timer and information regarding active routing and processes, among others.
Whenever the fader knob of a channel is touched, the corresponding vu-meter is highlighted on the screen.
When the SELECT key of any channel is pressed, its parameters are displayed and can be modified on the multi-tactile display.
Provides a short-cut to the AUTOMIX and AUTOGAIN functions and displays the active channel’s assigned long name, ON AIR
timer, routing and active processes names, among others.
Phase, mode, routing or sensitivity, phantom activation and processing changes are applied with a single click on the display.
The processing screens allow for simple adjustment by simply touching and dragging the screen or, alternatively, just use the
TOUCH & TURN encoder for higher precision. The Equalization, Filter and Compression processes can be edited on the graphical layout or representation of the process as well as using the virtual faders below the graphic.
The active channel Vu-meter is always visible whilst adjusting any parameter on the display.

Idle screen
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Summary screen

Setup and Remote Control Software

SETUP SOFTWARE
The configuration software application includes a wizard
for quick configuration of a console by simply indicating
the number and type of inputs and outputs required.
The whole system is fully configurable and allows you to
specify, among other things, the number and type of mixer
buses, input channels, type of processing to apply to each
channel of the console, output routing, etc...

Each user of the console belongs to a group of users with a list of
activated permissions. This effectively means that different users’
access to system functions and resources can be granted or
restricted depending on their skills and capacity, required resources, type of program, etc.

It supports customization of the signals according to the
conditions programmed by the user or the functionality of
the keys and encoders on the control modules.
The control surface can be completely customized for
classic workflows. For example, each fader has an A/B
configuration, with sends to predefined sum-buses, which
channels are N-1 and duplex - allowing each “user” to
receive the mix of all the audio contributions except for its
own signal -, Alternatively, flexible programming of keys is
possible, allowing for dynamic modifications of the console
routing, controlling external equipment such as audiocodecs or routing systems, talk-show or phone-in systems,
broadcast automation or intercom systems.

REMOTE CONTROL SOFTWARE
VIRTUAL ATRIUM: (ATX VIR) – VIRTUAL CONTROL SURFACE
VIRTUAL ATRIUM is a Windows and iOS compatible application. The APP faithfully reproduces every detail of the control surface, as well
as all the operating features of switches, rotary encoders, displays and faders.
All functionality of the physical control surface is available in this software application. It can run alongside the console or completely
replace the control surface, temporarily or permanently, locally or remotely.
With this application installed on your iPad, you can assist the operator remotely or make adjustments when the operation is unmanned, for example during weekends.

(ATX MTR) OPTIONAL CONTROL AND
METERING DISPLAY MODULE
An optional TFT screen associated to the control module
allows for the incorporation of additional metering instruments that may be required for demanding operations:
Spatial phase metering.
Loudness metering according to EBU R128.
Selection of the signal to be measured.
Receives the signal to be measured from the Dante™ network.
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Audio mixing and processing Engine

X_CORE
Broadcast audio mixing, processing and distribution matrix. When
specifically configured, it can work as the audio engine of an ATRIUM
console or set of consoles. It can also operate as a general purpose audio
matrix, intercom matrix or a combination of both.
When operating as an ATRIUM system, it can handle up to 1024 audio
inputs and outputs. It is completely modular and provides redundancy at
all levels of the system. Inputs and outputs are provided through specific
Audio interface cards that can be installed in the required quantities: AES/
EBU, S/PDIF or USB, analogue line, microphone and headphones,
dark-fiber long-range 64-channel MADI links and proprietary fiber optic
links with more than 1000 channels, among others.
Further, when using 64 channels Dante AoIP input/output cards, signals
can be exchanged using IP with other Dante™-AES67 compatible
equipment. An X_CORE frame can accommodate as many Dante AoIP
cards as required, and they can be connected to one or several Gigabit
Ethernet networks. It can also ingest and export audio streams in SMPTE
ST 2110-30 format, that go along with IP video signals.
Also, when using 128 channels Ravenna AoIP input/output cards,
signals can be exchanged using IP with other Ravenna-AES67 compatible
equipment. An X_CORE frame can accommodate as many Ravenna AoIP
cards as required, and they can be connected to one or several Gigabit
Ethernet networks. It can also receive and export IP audio flows in SMPTE
ST 2110-30 or SMPTE IP ST 2110-31 format, that go along with IP video
signals.
Finally, using SDI cards up to 2x16 audio channels per card can be
exchanged, with two SDI video interfaces up to 3Gb bit rate, extracting
and inserting the embedded audio signals associated to each SDI video
streams.
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X_CORE is based on a 4 RU height standard rackmounted chassis with
three important parts:
There are 20 slots reserved for DSP cards at the front of the chassis. These
cards perform audio processing and communications crosspoints. This is
done dynamically, allowing for the installation of backup cards, that in the
event of a DSP card failure are able to automatically assume the function
for any of the cards.
There are two kinds of slots at the back of the unit. Two of them are
reserved for the controller cards. One is of course required but a second
one can be installed for redundancy. Further, there are 21 slots dedicated
to I/O interface cards for the different required audio formats.
A back-panel is located in the middle of the Chassis and is the point of
connection for the I/O Boards and the DSP’s and also provides the
transmission media for the system’s 1024-channel TDM bus.

Functional description of System Boards

I/O INTERFACES
The X_CORE system counts on a wide variety of I/O interfaces compatible with the majority of audio formats available. Also, its modular
design allows for the future incorporation of I/O boards and as may required as technology develops. These are ATRIUM commonly
used interfaces:

I/O MODULES

XC03M
An Audio Interface Board with 4 electronically
balanced inputs for microphones. Includes Optional
Phantom Power and mic/line level selection. It also has
4 GPIO.

XC02
Audio Interface Board for AES/EBU digital
inputs and outputs. Provides 4 Stereo Inputs
and Outputs and the possibility of individual
SPDIF format setup. It also provides 4 GPIO
ports.

XC14
XC03MH
Audio Interface Board with 4 electronically balanced
inputs for microphones. Includes Optional Phantom
Power and mic./line level selection. Additionally it
provides 4 headphone outputs and 4 GPIO. It
occupies two slots.

XC24
A DANTE™ /AES67 multi-channel AoIP Networking
card for connectivity of up to 64 AoIP audio channels.

USB digital Input / Output module. Provides 4
stereo Inputs/Outputs.

XC09
Electronically balanced analogue Input/Output module. Provides I/O for 8 Mono or 4
Stereo Channels.

XC11
XC24 Funtional Description
XC24 is used to seamlessly interconnect AEQ devices. It can also
connect Dante-native devices as well as not Dante-native but compatible with AES 67 standard, requiring some previous configuration. By configuring the system using Dante Domain Manager, it can
also exchange audio with hybrid IP audio-video systems based on
SMPTE ST 2110-30 standard.

XC34
A RAVENNA /AES67 multi-channel AoIP Networking
card for connectivity of up to 128 AoIP audio channels.

AES10 MADI multi-channel audio module with
TX / RX coaxial and optical fiber connections
for 56 or 64 channels with AES11 synch or
auto-sync.

XC13
Optical Fiber Link module with 1,024 uncompressed bi-directional audio channels. This
allows for the interconnection of several
frames or systems through optical fiber.

XC18
XC34 Funtional Description
XC34 is used to seamlessly interconnect Ravenna-native devices
as well as not Ravenna-native but compatible with AES 67 standard, requiring some previous configuration. It can also exchange audio with hybrid IP audio-video systems, based on SMPTE ST
2110-30 and SMPTE ST 2110-31 standard, with NMOS control protocol.

SDI-3G Dual Embedder/De-Embedder interface card with 2x16 I/O audio channels.
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Functional description of System Boards and Dimensions

AUDIO PROCESSING MODULES
XC21
DSP card designed to carry out audio processing and routing. This card allows the system to establish cross-points
and perform signal processing, such as: equalization, compression-expansion, VU-meters and delay. X_CORE allows
for the installation of up to 20 DSP cards.

XC21 processing capabilities details
Atrium can perform 4 kinds of audio processes:
• Routing: establishment of cross points between inputs and outputs.
• Mixing: add inputs over an output bus.
• Test signal generation and vumeters: tones, pink and white noise generation as well as signal level and peak measurement.
• Signal processing:
-Frequency: 4-band parametric EQ low pass, high pass and band-pass filtering.
-Dynamics: compressor, limiter, expander, noise gate and DLP.
-Delay
-Reverb
At least one DSP card needs to be installed for each process kind. So the minimum configuration consists on 4 DSP cards. We will be happy to
provide recommendation on the number of DSP cards required basing on the number of input/output cards, faders and vu-meters to represent.
An alarm indicating limited functionality due to the lack of DSP cards can be configured. Also, an extra card can be added to automatically act as
backup of any DSP that has issues.

CONTROL MODULE

Power supply and Cooling unit

XC95

XC40
Master Controller module. 2 cards can be installed
for redundancy in mirror mode. Etherne connection for control is provided to create a system
control cluster. The Controller board handles the
system configuration and how it is communicating with third party equipment and systems,
handling for example System synchronisation,
alarms ad power supplies. It also incorporates 7
optocoupled GPI/O Ports.

450W redundant power supply unit. External device occupying 1U
rack height. To be located above the XCORE system, it extracts heat
generated inside the frame. Additional power options available
on demand.

DIMENSIONS
126mm

Physical Module Specifications:
6 Faders module: 261 mm (W)* x 431 mm (L)*.
Control module: 261 mm (W)* x 431 mm (L)*.
Depth from the top of the desk: 83mm.
Screen module: 261mm (W)* x 126mm (L) x 150mm
(H).

431mm*

CORE: 4u x 19” (482,6 x 177,8 x 450,0 mm).
POWER SUPPLY: 1u x19” (482,6 x 44,5 x 380,0 mm).

261mm*
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Configuration examples (without optional screen
module):

522mm*

12 faders : 783mm (W)* x 431mm (L)*.
24 faders : 1305mm (W)* x 431mm (L)*.
36 faders : 1827mm (W)* x 431mm (L)*.
*These measurements do not include the side trims, 10mm at each side.

Console Specifications

SPECIFICATIONS
GENERAL
Multiple control surfaces: up to 6 control surfaces per audio engine.
Modular engine and control surface design.
Control surface size configurable from 6 to 96 physical faders.
100mm, motorized, conductive plastic faders with capacitive touch
sensor.
Internal sampling frequency: 48 KHz at 24 bits/sample. Internal 32 bit
bus.
Time synchronization based on NTP protocol. External synchronization source via WORDCLOCK or AES 11. Synchronization can also be
extracted from MADI, AEQ-multichannel, DANTE (PTPv1-2002) and
(PTPv2- 2008. IEEE 1588), and RAVENNA (PTPv2- 2008. IEEE 1588)
links.
Modular design allowing for the adjustment of the system’s inputs
and outputs and to the requirement of each installation. Hot-swappable modules: the extraction of any part does not affect the
functionality of the rest of the system.
Automatic fail-over in case of DSP or controller card failure or extraction. Redundant power supply.
Start up configuration can be chosen between last settings or default
configuration.

AUTOMIX and AUTO-GAIN can be applied to any of the signals.
Flexible logical signal grouping: mono, stereo and multi-channel
signals.

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Up to 21 multiple input/output modules per frame. Complete
flexibility in regards to configuration of up to 1024 audio inputs and
outputs.

Independent control-room and studio monitor management for each
control surface. Primary and secondary headphones outputs for
control-room and studio. Physical output for control headphone in the
control and monitoring module.
USB connection on the control surface.
Test tone generators with adjustable frequency and level, pink noise and
white noise.
Opto-coupled GPI and relay-based GPO. Virtual GPIO transport between
different equipment and system devices.

USER OPERATION
Different levels of user access (up to 31) with associated passwords. By
default, three levels are created: administrator, operator and basic.
Cough-mute, ON-AIR studio and control-room signalling, fader-start,
remote PFL, talkback, automatic monitor-muting. Monitoring can be
configured for all the signals available in the system.
Direct key routing for each fader channel.
Any signal available in the system can be assigned to any control or fader
channel.
Flexible, virtually unlimited internal MPX or N-1 bus configuration.
3 physical, precision stereo Vu-Meters, plus one +/-12dB presence vu-meter per fader. Up to 128 IP-transmitted vu meters on the displays of the
console, as well as on remote PCs using a software application.
Linear phase-meter.

Gain adjustment for all Audio signals, even hidden ones. Selectable
balance/panorama control for all channels. Selective phase
inversion.

Optional module including spatial phase-meter and EBU R-128 loudness
measurement.

Electronically balanced microphone inputs with selectable phantom
power. Headphone outputs.

Externally synchronized clock, timer and stop watch.

Electronically balanced analogue line-level inputs and outputs.

External equipment control (for AEQ audiocodecs and phone hybrids)
integrated in the programmable keys section.

AES/EBU digital inputs and outputs. SRC (sample rate converters) on
all digital inputs and outputs. They are compatible with AES/EBU or
S-PDIF digital signal formats.
USB digital inputs and outputs, all including SRC (sample rate converters.
MADI (AES10) Multi-channel Links, 64 channels digital audio through
optical fiber or BNC connection.
1024-channel AEQ High speed links digital audio optical fiber
connections.
64-channel AoIP Dante™/ AES67 interfaces. They can accept and
provide SMPTE ST 2110-30 streams using an external software
application.
128-channel AoIP Ravenna/ AES67 interfaces. They can accept and
provide SMPTE ST 2110-30 and SMPTE ST 2110-31 streams using
NMOS control protocol.
Additional talkback and auto-control microphone inputs as well as
headphone output integrated with each control module through
Dante AoIP connectivity with the audio engine.
CUE output with integrated speaker in the control surface.

The selected sources’ level measurement can be sent via IP for Visual Radio
systems.
Control communications using Ethernet 10/100/1000 ports and TCP/IP
protocol.
Non-volatile RAM storage of all signals adjustments. Up to 128 available
memory positions.
Processing can be applied to of all audio signals available in the system.
System overall processing capability depends on resulting capacity of the
DSP Cards installed and number and type of processes applied. All audio
processes are pre-defined but can always be manually adjusted in
real-time and stored in the system’s non-volatile memory.
Types of implemented audio processes:
-4-band parametric equalization.
-Low pass, high pass and band pass filtering.
- Compressor, limiter, expander, noise gate and mixed DSP processor.
-Delay.
-Reverb.
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State-of-the-art technology
platform and the most
innovative features!
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